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Self-Editing





The dangers of self-editing

- Attachment to scenes, 
characters

- Personal ticks, bad habits
- Becoming too critical
- Forgetting what’s been 

changed
- Editing too soon



Don’t worry!
Self-editing is a vital part of the publishing process



How to self-edit

- Toughen up!
- Leave time between finishing and editing
- Focus on the beginning
- Understand your weaknesses

- Crutch words (just, a bit, very, feel, suddenly, really, etc.)
- Unnecessary words (that, just, literally, etc.)
- Common misspellings (their/there/they’re, a lot/alot, etc.)

- Remove unnecessary punctuation and type styles
- Ellipses…
- ALL CAPS



How to self-edit

- Edit in phases
- Story structure
- Grammar
- Unnecessary words
- Dialogue

- Read it out loud
- Find someone to help out

- Writing groups
- Constructive criticism

- If you have a question, 
ask or research



Send to external 
editor

Second 
self-edit(s)

Take a break, 
celebrate!

Self-editing timeline

First self-edit

Finish first draft



Demonstration: Self-Editing



Getting Your Work Edited





Editors are difficult
- George R.R. Martin, Editors: The Writer’s Natural Enemy



Most common problems

- Miscommunication between 
author and editor

- Author being too stubborn, 
attached

- Project timeline
- Unclear expectations
- Editor demanding too many 

changes
- Authors feeling loss of 

control



Things editors wish authors knew

- Different types of editing
- Developmental, Copyediting, Proofreading

- Pick the right editor for your genre
- Your book doesn’t have to be perfect
- We don’t hate your book
- It will take longer than you think

Courtesy: Sarah Fox, well-storied



Demonstration: Editing



Building an Author/Editor relationship

- Spend time together before starting the project
- Styles and strengths

- Talk to your editor about expectations
- Important scenes, characters
- Summarize the plot (provide outline)

- Trust your editor to have your story’s best interest at 
heart

- Express concern if important idea is being lost



How to get your work edited

- Set clear expectations with your editor
- Develop a thick skin
- Make sure the work you send is your best

- Self-edit first

- Be patient and fle
- Keep consistent communication
- Don’t give up!



Demonstration: Being Edited



Your editor will be 
tough on you, but 
it’s to make sure 

your work is 
awesome.


